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Abstract  —  A survey of published tables has shown that 
numerical inaccuracies exist in well-established tables for 
rectangular waveguide sizes and cut-off frequencies. These 
issues become increasingly serious at millimetre-wave 
frequencies. The reasons are a mix of historical, numerical or 
simply typographical errors. In addition it is observed that 
standards also need extending into the terahertz range. New 
tables have been calculated which are fully consistent with 
modern CAD tools and modern millimetre-wave and terahertz 
developments. Recommendations for revised rectangular 
waveguide standards are also proposed. 

Index Terms  —  Standards, Waveguides

I. INTRODUCTION

Rectangular waveguide sizes were standardised many years 
ago resulting in the familiar IEC-R, EIA-WR and WG 
designations. Prior to modern CAD tools, reference works 
such as the Microwave Engineers Handbook were often the 
principal starting point for designs. In more recent times 
engineers and students may refer to similar tables in books, 
supplier catalogues and on the Internet. A survey of these has 
shown that many suffer from numerical or typographical 
issues that become increasingly noticeable for millimetre-
wave designs. At terahertz frequencies new sizes have also 
been introduced by specialist manufacturers to support an 
increase in applications such as radio astronomy, remote 
sensing and homeland security. Allocations in bands above 
275GHz are also on the agenda for the WRC-07 and WRC-10 
World Radiocommunication Conferences making a review of 
standards, publications and newer waveguide sizes timely. 

II. IDENTIFIED ISSUES

A review of published data has shown that whilst many 
sources list fairly consistent and precise imperial dimensions, 
the derived metric sizes and electrical data do vary. 
Sometimes the discrepancies may only be a few significant 
digits, but in other cases it is more significant. It is well 
known that the TE10 cut-off wavelength, λc, of a rectangular 
waveguide is given by, λc=2a. However there is a surprising 
variety in publications, particularly for cut-off frequencies in 
the smaller waveguide sizes.  

There appears to be no single explanation that accounts for 
the variability seen. It is not the intention of this paper to 
‘name and shame’, but rather to highlight the issue to those 
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ed and promote a closer inspection of publications 
ign systems. The author surmises the causes are:- 

recise metric conversion/rounding due to not fully 
g 25.4mm per inch with errors of nearly 1mm quoted 
ome sizes. 

ed of light 29977600m/s being used in early work 
er than 299792458m/s    

umed typographical errors that are then propagated by 
ublication    

er unattributable differences, perhaps due to rounding 
uman error.  

k of practical verification as the smallest sizes were 
ly used  in earlier years 

xample of the above from one popular source is 
ted in this table for the cut-off frequencies of the 
nt TE10 mode.  

BLE I. AN EXAMPLE OF CURRENT INACCURACIES

 Range, 
GHz 

Published 
Fc, GHz 

Actual 
Fc, GHz 

Difference, 
GHz 

 140-220 115.750 115.714 +0.036 
 170-260 131.520 137.242 -5.722 
 220-325 173.280 173.571 -0.291 

signing for operation close to cut-off the impact of 
rrors are magnified due to the dispersive nature of the 
. In addition there is the possibility that designers will 

ctromagnetic solver tools based on physical geometry 
ay inadvertently use data from tables in other 
tions leading to inevitable inconsistencies. 

III. STANDARDS LIMITATIONS

tion to the issue identified above a further observation 
t high frequencies the recognised standards effectively 

t IEC-R2600/WR-3/WG32. For new applications, 
 in the terahertz bands, that require even smaller sizes, 
dards need formally extending in an agreed manner. 
especially the case for the EIA-WR integer numbering 
(based on the internal width in inches x 100). This 
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system gradually breaks down at smaller sizes as, in the limit, 
all smaller sizes would be designated WR-0. This has led 
some manufacturers to introduce non-integer designations 
such as WR-1.0 and WR-1.5 to more accurately indicate the 
size.  

The drawbacks inherent in integer rounding in the original 
EIA-WR system become all too apparent for specialist sizes. 
One manufacturer [1] has moved away from the original 
integer definition and introduced designations such as WR-
3.0 and WR-5.0 to distinguish sizes for exactly 30 and 50mil 
width waveguides from the original WR-3 and WR-5 (which 
are equivalent to WR-5.1 and WR-3.4). As sizes reduce 
additional decimal places are needed, resulting in WR-0.65 
for example.  

IV. IMPROVED TABLES

In order to remedy the largely historical errors described in 
Section-2, a software database of waveguide sizes and 
calculations that avoids any significant rounding errors has 
produced a new fully consistent table. For the new results in 
Table-2, waveguide dimensions in imperial are precisely 
converted to metric and formulae then use modern values for 
the speed of light. The software can output directly both to 
word processor or HTML webpages avoiding human 
typographical errors. The tabular output can be set for a 
defined number of significant digits to investigate or 
eliminate last place rounding. A careful comparison of the 
new table with current sources should highlight several 
differences with older publications.  

In practice a number of other factors may need to be 
accounted if very precise design (e.g. for high-Q filters) is 
undertaken.  

• Permittivity of air and its variation with pressure 

• Corner radii 

• Mechanical tolerances and conductivities 

The author believes that probably the best way of achieving 
consistency is that tables and reference data should be based 
on the fundamental assumptions of c=299792458m/s, Er=1 
and no losses. It would be then the responsibility of the 
designer and design tools to incorporate the additional factors 
for local circumstances, perhaps against an agreed guide.. 

V. STANDARDS

A special factor at terahertz frequencies is that custom sizes 
are more likely to be needed if, for example, a particular 
range of molecular resonant frequencies or atmospheric 
windows is of interest. As described earlier, it is possible to 
extend the EIA-WR system. This system has the advantage 
that its is related to a physical quantity (width in mils/10), but 
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ll lead to confusion due to legacy publications. Other 
 also need to be considered. 

international IEC-R designation is related to ten times 
tral operating frequency in gigahertz, but this too can 
 unwieldy at high frequencies and has the drawback 
does not directly relate to a definitive physical 

ide size. The British WG system, whilst conveniently 
ble, also does not directly relate to a physical size.  
author’s personal opinion is that any new system 
be unambiguous, readily understood and directly 

to a physical quantity. The mix of imperial and metric 
 to problems in both this topic and other fields. It is 
 that SI units are universally used for frequency and 
ngth, with the cut-off wavelength directly related to 
veguide width. Therefore it is not unreasonable to 
 that a new system in the spirit of the EIA-WR 
tion be introduced based on the waveguide wall width 
rons. This would give a convenient and physical 
 for waveguide sizes for millimetre-waves through to 
 and complement the current non-integer WR system.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

de ranging survey of published tables has shown that 
he imperial sizes for most rectangular waveguides are 
own, the derived data for metric sizes and cut-off 
cies vary in accuracy. Errors have been propagated 
e years in various publications and catalogues. It is 
ended that all these be reviewed and compared to the 
from our method so that all sources (both published 

esign tools) give consistent results. One further 
endation is for an open discussion on extending 

ds and naming waveguide sizes to support 
ments in the higher millimetre-wave and terahertz 
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TABLE II. PRECISE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE SIZES & FREQUENCIES

WG EIA-WR IEC-R Fc1, GHz Flo, GHz Fhi, GHz Fc2, GHz A, in B, in A, mm B, mm
00 2300 3 0.257 0.32 0.49 0.513 23.000 11.500 584.200 292.100
0 2100 4 0.281 0.35 0.53 0.562 21.000 10.500 533.400 266.700
1 1800 5 0.328 0.41 0.625 0.656 18.000 9.000 457.200 228.600
2 1500 6 0.393 0.49 0.75 0.787 15.000 7.500 381.000 190.500
3 1150 8 0.513 0.64 0.96 1.026 11.500 5.750 292.100 146.050
4 975 9 0.605 0.75 1.12 1.211 9.750 4.875 247.650 123.825
5 770 12 0.766 0.96 1.45 1.533 7.700 3.850 195.580 97.790
6 650 14 0.908 1.12 1.70 1.816 6.500 3.250 165.100 82.550
7 510 18 1.157 1.45 2.20 2.314 5.100 2.550 129.540 64.770
8 430 22 1.372 1.70 2.60 2.745 4.300 2.150 109.220 54.610

9A 340 26 1.736 2.20 3.30 3.471 3.400 1.700 86.360 43.180
10 284 32 2.078 2.60 3.95 4.156 2.840 1.340 72.136 34.036

11A 229 40 2.577 3.30 4.90 5.154 2.290 1.145 58.166 29.083
12 187 48 3.152 3.95 5.85 6.305 1.872 .872 47.549 22.149
13 159 58 3.712 4.90 7.05 7.423 1.590 .795 40.386 20.193
14 137 70 4.301 5.85 8.20 8.603 1.372 .622 34.849 15.799
15 112 84 5.260 7.05 10.0 10.519 1.122 .497 28.499 12.624
16 90 100 6.557 8.20 12.4 13.114 .900 .400 22.860 10.160
17 75 120 7.869 10.0 15.0 15.737 .750 .375 19.050 9.525
18 62 140 9.488 12.4 18.0 18.976 .622 .311 15.799 7.899
19 51 180 11.571 15.0 22.0 23.143 .510 .255 12.954 6.477
20 42 220 14.051 18.0 26.5 28.102 .420 .170 10.668 4.318
21 34 260 17.357 22.0 33.0 34.714 .340 .170 8.636 4.318
22 28 320 21.077 26.5 40.0 42.153 .280 .140 7.112 3.556
23 22 400 26.346 33.0 50.0 52.691 .224 .112 5.690 2.845
24 19 500 31.391 40.0 60.0 62.781 .188 .094 4.775 2.388
25 15 620 39.875 50.0 75.0 79.749 .148 .074 3.759 1.880
26 12 740 48.372 60.0 90.0 96.745 .122 .061 3.099 1.549
27 10 900 59.014 75.0 110 118.029 .100 .050 2.540 1.270
28 8 1200 73.768 90.0 140 147.536 .080 .040 2.032 1.016
29 7 1400 90.791 110 170 181.582 .065 .0325 1.651 .826
30 5 1800 115.714 140 220 231.428 .051 .0255 1.295 .648
31 4 2200 137.242 170 260 274.485 .043 .0215 1.092 .546
32 3 2600 173.571 220 325 347.143 .034 .017 .864 .432

- 2 - 295.071 325 500 590.143 .020 .010 .508 .254

Abbreviations:
WG - British Waveguide Number 
EIA - Electronic Industries Association (USA) 
IEC - International Electrotechnical Commission 
Fc1 - TE10 Cut-off Frequency 
Flo - Lowest Recommended Usage ~1.25xFc1 
Fhi - Highest Recommended Usage ~1.9xFc1 
Fc2 - TE20 Overmode Frequency 
A - Internal Width, B - Internal Height  

Notes:
WRno = Integer ( Internal width in inches x100 ) 
Fc1 and Fc2 are theoretically calculated from Width – and may differ from other sources at high frequencies. 
Assumptions: c=299792458 m/s, Er=1, no losses.  
Rounding may be present in the last significant digit above, but it is not due to internal calculation accuracy. 
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